AUDI RNS-E AUDIO/VIDEO INTERFACE & VIDEO-IN-MOTION INSTALLATION AND USERS MANUAL
NAVTOOL RED RGB BOX DESCRIPTION & INSTALLATION NOTES

Front side:

Video 1: is dedicated for a video source of your choice.

Video 2: is dedicated for back up camera (Video 2 can be used as another input for your video source, if you want to connect video 2 as a second video source connect blue wire from NavTool interface to a toggle switch (optional toggle switch not included) and connect other end of toggle switch to accessory power.

DC12V Jack: please connect supplied power harness into power jack, connect solid black wire to Ground, Connect black wire with white stripes to 12v Accessory power, do not connect this wire to 12V constant power.

Back Side:

RGB OUT: connect supplied plug and play harness to this connector.

RGSB/RGBS: leave this switch in RGSB position, only when installing NavTool into BMW or Range Rover move this switch to RGSB

Brightness: +makes screen brighter -makes screen dim, holding both buttons together for few second will make picture go back to Default settings

White wire: please connect both white wires to solid ground

Green Wire: please connect this wire to emergency brake also known as foot brake or handbrake, green wire must see ground in order for you to activate Video 1, reverse camera will activate on video 2 regardless of green wire being connected to emergency brake.

Blue Wire: connect blue wire to reverse light wire, reverse light wire is the wire that gets 12v when vehicle is shifted in reverse, if no reverse camera is being installed or vehicle already comes with a factory camera installed DO NOT connect blue wire. When installing NavTool on German cars relay must be installed , please see below: Connect 85 of relay to ground, connect 86 of relay to reverse light, connect pin 30 of relay to accessory power, connect pin 87 of relay to blue wire from NavTool Box, you may also connect 87 of relay to accessory power of back up camera. [FOR AUDI RNS-E YOU MUST CHOOSE TV OPTION IN ORDER TO SEE REVERSE CAMERA, REVERSE CAMERA WILL NOT SHOW AUTOMATICALLY WHEN VEHICLE SET TO REVERSE] YOU MUST INSTALL PAL SIGNAL CAMERA TO NTSC

Toggle switch: FOR AUDI RNS-E INSTALLATION COMPLETELY REMOVE TOGGLE SWITCH AND ISOLATE EACH WIRE INDIVIDUALLY. DO NOT CONNECT WIRES TOGETHER. DO NOT CONNECT THIS WIRES TO POWER OR GROUND

PLUG&PLAY HARNESS: FOR AUDI RNS-E INSTALLATION JUST CONNECT GRAY 32 PIN CONNECTOR INTO GRAY CONNECTOR BEHIND RADIO, CONNECT YOU SOURCE INTO VIDEO ONE AND SET YOUR SOURCE TO PAL SIGNAL, CONNECT AUDIO INTO WHITE AND RED RCA JACKS

IMPORTANT THINGS TO KNOW AND PRECAUTIONS BEFORE INSTALLING NAVTOOL 1. Set Parking brake
2. Remove the negative battery cable
3. Protect fenders before starting
4. Using protective blankets, cover front seat, interior of the vehicle and center console.
5. Always install a fuse 6-10 inches away from NavTool interface 5 amp fuse should be used.
6. Always secure NavTool interface with Velcro or double side tape to prevent rattling or wires to rip out of the connector.
7. When securing NavTool interface make sure that you can close panels without any problems.
8. Use electrical tape on all you connections and splices do not leave any exposed connections.
9. Route all wires along factory harnesses, try not to drill or make any unnecessary holes.
10. Make sure you are not connecting to any Data wire, check your connections with a multi meter.
11. PLEASE HAVE A PROFESSIONAL MOBILE ELECTRONICS INSTALLER PERFORM THE INSTALLATION OF NAVTOOL PRODUCTS.

DISCLAIMER: WARNING!!! WARNING!!! NAVTOOL VIDEO INTERFACE DOES NOT REPLACE NAVIGATION SYSTEM IT GIVES YOU ABILITY TO ADD EXTERNAL A/V SOURCES, NAVTOOL IS DESIGNED TO BE ONLY FOR OFF-ROAD OR WHEN VEHICLE IS IMMOBILIZED. THE DRIVER IS RESPONSIBLE FOR MAINTAINING FULL ATTENTION WHILE OPERATING A MOTOR VEHICLE. THE REMOVAL OR BYPASSING OF SAFETY FEATURE IN NAVTOOL PRODUCTS WILL RESULT IN YEARLY TERMINATION OF WARRANTY. PLEASE BE ADVISED THAT INSTALLATION OF ANY KIND OF PRODUCTS SUCH AS NAVTOOL MAY VOID VEHICLES MANUFACTURE WARRANTY. USING NAVTOOL IMPROPERLY WILL RESULT IN INJURY, CITATION AND ARREST BY AUTHORITIES THEREFORE NAVTOOL INC. OWNERS AND EMPLOYEES ARE NOT RESPONSIBLE FOR UNAUTHORIZED USE. PLEASE HAVE A PROFESSIONAL MOBILE ELECTRONICS INSTALLER PERFORM THE INSTALLATION OF NAVTOOL PRODUCTS.
Extracting the navigation system from the center console requires the use of a brand-specific de-locking tool (sold separately).

Disconnect the Quadlock-connector from the navigation system. Connect the 32pin connector of the cable kit to the navigation system.

**DIP SWITCH SETTINGS ON NAVTOOL BOX**

1. Please slide connector 1 white connector by pushing down release lock and sliding it out from connector
2. Please slide connector 2 black connector by pushing down release lock and sliding it out from connector
3. Please slide connector 3 fiberoptics connector by pulling up release lock and sliding it out from connector
4. Please slide connector 4

**OEM CONNECTOR**

After you have removed Quadlock connector from back of the radio you need to move some connectors into NAVTOOL supplied plug and play connector.

1. Please slide out connector 1,3 and 2 from OEM connector and insert connectors into NAVTOOL connector
2. Please slide connector 1 white connector into cavity 1
3. Please slide connector 2 black connector into cavity 3
4. Please slide connector 3 fiberoptics connector into cavity 2, make sure you insert in same place that you have previously removed it out of OEM connector, If you didn’t memorize position please look in back of the radio for fiberoptics position
5. Please insert OEM male Quadlock connector into NAVTOOL female Quadlock connector 4

**NAVTOOL SUPPLIED CONNECTORS**

Please insert previously removed connectors 1,3 and 2 into NAVTOOL supplied connector.

Please insert connector 1 white connector into cavity 1

Please insert connector 2 black connector into cavity 3

Please insert fiberoptics connector 2 into cavity 2, make sure you insert in same place that you have previously removed it out of OEM connector, If you didn’t memorize position please look in back of the radio for fiberoptics position

Please insert OEM male Quadlock connector into NAVTOOL female Quadlock connector 4

**DISCLAIMER:** WARNING!!! WARNING!!! NAVTOOL VIDEO INTERFACE DOES NOT REPLACE NAVIGATION SYSTEM. IT GIVES YOU ABILITY TO ADD EXTERNAL A/V SOURCES. NAVTOOL IS DESIGNED TO BE ONLY FOR OFF-ROAD OR WHEN VEHICLE IS IMMOBILIZED. THE DRIVER IS RESPONSIBLE FOR MAINTAINING FULL ATTENTION WHILE OPERATING A MOTOR VEHICLE. THE REMOVAL OR BYPASSING OF SAFETY FEATURE IN NAVTOOL PRODUCTS WILL RESULT IN YEARLY TERMINATION OF WARRANTY. PLEASE BE ADVISED THAT INSTALLATION OF ANY KIND OF PRODUCTS SUCH AS NAVTOOL MAY VOID VEHICLES MANUFACTURE WARRANTY. USING NAVTOOL IMPROPERLY WILL RESULT IN INJURY, CITATION AND ARREST BY AUTHORITIES THEREFORE NAVTOOL INC. OWNERS AND EMPLOYEES ARE NOT RESPONSIBLE FOR UNAUTHORIZED USE. PLEASE HAVE A PROFESSIONAL MOBILE ELECTRONICS INSTALLER PERFORM THE INSTALLATION OF NAVTOOL PRODUCTS.
USER MANUAL

PEARLS OF WISDOM

Please press TV selection button and choose TV option now you will be able to see video from RGB interface video 1 and hear audio. If you want to see camera you must apply +12 Volts on blue wire. Keep in mind to set you video source to PAL signal as this is German screen. Both camera and your video source must be PAL compatible, once set to PAL you may continue to use you NTSC DVD disk's.

To watch your video sources while in motion off-road please press and hold video in motion activation button for 3 seconds.

Disclaimer: Warning!!! Warning!!! Navtool video interface does not replace navigation system it gives you ability to add external A/V sources. Navtool is designed to be only for off-road or when vehicle is immobilized. The driver is responsible for maintaining full attention while operating a motor vehicle. The removal or bypassing of safety feature in navtool products will result in yearly termination of warranty. Please be advised that installation of any kind of products such as navtool may void vehicles manufacture warranty. Using navtool improperly will result in injury, citation and arrest by authorities therefore Navtool Inc. Owners and employees are not responsible for unauthorized use. Please have a professional mobile electronics installer perform the installation of Navtool products. 
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